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Cora Leighton is a woman on the run. Fleeing a bad relationship and an ex whoâ€™s blatantly

stalking her, Cora enters the shifter state of Cascadia with one thing on her mind: freedom. Love is

the last thing sheâ€™s looking for, no matter how sexy the men of Cascadia turn out to be.Rugged,

sexy bear shifters Ash and Hunter are mates. Their peaceful lives in Granite Valley are perfect,

except for one thing: they need a woman to complete their triad. When Ash looks up from his seat in

his police cruiser to see Cora speeding by, he has no idea that heâ€™s about to find just the right

woman. A speeding ticket turns into a hell of a lot more, and fast. Ash canâ€™t explain the pull he

feels toward the feisty, curvy reporter, but Hunter feels it too.When Coraâ€™s deranged stalker

shows up and sets out to kill their only chance at true happiness, Ash and Hunter will do whatever it

takes to protect her. But can their brute bear strength take on the cunning of a deranged man

whoâ€™s lost his grip on reality?A Bear's Protection is a steamy standalone romance, complete with

two sexy men in love, a threesome, and more heat than a bonfire in August.
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Cora is on the run from a stalker. She decides to move to the shifter state of Cascadia on the other

side of the states hoping that he will not find her. Her first day in town she almost get a ticket for

speeding plus she attracts the attention of the local officer, Ash. There is instant attraction for them

both. But Cora is not sure that she wants to start dating again. Plus she's not sure if he's a shifter or

not, mated, or in a triad.Ash is part of the local police department. His mate Hunter is a veterinarian.

When Hunter sees Cora for the first time it takes everything for his bear not to go after her. But they

both are determined to have her as their mate. But because she's human the have to be careful with

all the publicity the shifters are getting for mating/trying to mate with humans. But Cora is different or

so they hope.But there is only one thing that might be standing in their way and that's her stalker.

But will it be too late for them when she finally tell them what's going on with her and why she

moved? Or will her stalker get to her even with them protecting her?Roxie is becoming one of my

favorite authors. I loved this book. I could not put this book down. The flow of the story was perfect.

All the elements can together. I can't wait to read the next book in this series. I highly recommend

this book to others to read.I received this book as an ARC in exchange for an honest review from

the author via Romance ARCade.

Cora has had it with her stalker so she took the first job she was offered. It's in Cascadia ( a shifter

state) where hot shifter men are looking for their 3rd mate.Will the move 1/2 way across the country

keep her stalker away?Fast moving hot little story. Does gave some m/m scenesIt's fun, action

packed and hot

A Bear's ProtectionRoxie NoirCora Sapphire Leighton is moving across the country, and not by

choice. She has a stalker. After just going on two dates with a guy named Neil, he won't leave her

alone, and there is nothing the police can do. She has tried moving, and staying in hotels. He keeps

following her and taking pictures. The last one was the last straw. It was a picture of her sleeping

with a knife in the frame.Cora is moving to the shifter state of Cascadia. It is where shifters can live

out in the open with no problems. When shifters came out into the open it was discovered that they

lived in MMF triads. The public was outraged, and shifter states were formed. Cascadia was the first

place that Cora got a new job offer though, and had the added benefit of being on the other side of

the country so she took it. Besides - Cora didn't have anything against shifters.On her way into town

Cora was speeding, and who should she be stopped by but your local deputy at a speed trap Ash

Spencer, Bear Shifter. As soon as Ash sees Cora his Bear roars and goes crazy. He wants to

protect, and ravish her at once. He has never felt this way upon meeting someone before. He can't



wait to tell his mate Hunter all about it. He still feels there is a problem with Cora though even

though she tells him nothing is wrong. He gives her a warning instead of a ticket, and gives her his

number to call in case of any problems.Later that night Ash and hunter are out getting pizza, and

Cora goes into the same restaurant to get takeout. She waves at Ash to say hi, and walks out.

Hunter's bear goes just as crazy as Ash's did. They think she is the third for their triad - now just

how to convince her.With a crazy stalker after Cora, and two bears looking for a mate you know you

are in for a wonderful crazy hot steamy story!!!I received an ARC of this book for an honest opinion.

Spoiler AheadThis was a short quick read that was good. Cora Leighton is a woman on the run.

Fleeing a bad relationship and an ex whoâ€™s blatantly stalking her so she moves across the

country to a shifter state where shifter's have two mates. Ash is sitting in his police cruiser when a

speeding car goes by he never thought that he would meet his other mate and when he and his

mate Hunter sees her in a pizza place he feels the same way. Ash and his mate Hunter are hot

sexy were-bears and meeting their third has them both in a lust induced frenzy and they have hot

male on male sex Hunter's SUV in the parking lot of the pizza place. When someone throws a rock

through her car window Cora calls Ash for help when Hunter comes along he ask her out on a date.

Cora feels free from looking over her shoulder she has been stalked for six months and she feels

safe with the sexy shifter's. This was a good book this was my first time reading this author's work

and not my last. This was the first book in a new series to me the book was well written with no

errors in grammar or spelling. I am looking forward to reading the next book in this series

Oh. Wow!! What can I say about this book? BRILLIANT for starters. It was Hot, sexy, original. Oooh

the men! I love a good plot, the dirt bag stalker. The strong independent damsel in distress, the hot

protectors who are shifters turn Grizzly bears! Whoo lord this author had it all going on. It's usually

not my kind of read, but I was sucked in from page one. I am going to read them all. It was a fast

read, nothing left hanging. Well written, all around fantastic story. I love the idea of 3 lovers, so

much of eachother to go around. Keep them coming!
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